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Aircraft Building



OVER THE LAS'1' FEW ISSUES WE/VE



been stepping through the restoration of an o l d e r airplane, and it's now ready tor



the next important step—its new fabric skin. Most antique and classic restoration projects are covered with fabric, which is why it plays a big part in the process of bringing these aircraft back to life. Fabric has been used to cover aircraft since the beginning of aviation, and over time the process and materials used have evolved to give aircraft a durable and appealing finish. Given the size of the job and its seeming complexity, many restorers wonder if they have the skill to cover their aircraft. Let me assure you that you can do it. Covering system manuals, such as the Poly-Fiber manual, are clearly written for people who've never worked with fabric. EAA produces a how-to video, Aircraft Fabric Cowling ($39.95; available through www.eaa.org or bycalling 800-564-6322). And EAA SportAir Workshops holds hands-on how-to sessions around the nation (for information visit www.sportair.coin or call 800-967-5746). Covering your own airplane will save you a considerable amount of 86
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New Skin Covering your restoration



RON ALEXANDER



In most cases you'll be replacing the original fabric "with something more modern, and that means you must use a covering system that holds an STC for your airplane.



money. Typically, a shop will charge more than $12,000 to cover your airplane, depending upon the type. Then add approximately $3,500 for materials. If you follow the manual, you can install fabric and coatings on your airplane and create a durable covering that will have a quality appearance and a service life of 15 years or more. When covering a production airplane you have a restriction homeb u i l d e r s d o n ' t have to w o r r y about—you must cover the airplane with fabric that meets or exceeds the specifications of the original fabric process the airplane's manufacturer installed. In most cases you'll be replacing the original fabric with something more modern, and that means you must use a covering system that holds an FAA supplemental type certificate (STC) for your airplane (the companies that produce these systems have a complete list of approved aircraft). In addition, the materials used under the STC must be manufactured under an FAA parts manufacturer approval (PMA). An integral part of the STC is a manual that gives the approved



methods for applying the fabric and coatings. Using fabrics or coatings that are not part of the particular system voids the STC, and your airplane is not legally airworthy—and you cannot fly it. In other words, when covering a production airplane with an STC covering system,



don't mix and match fabric or chemical components—and follow the manual to the letter.



a dope and fabric job, they are usually talking about the systematic process of cotton fabric with nitrate and butyrate dope. Because certificated cotton fabric isn't available today, this process is now outdated. Polyester fabric is used on airplanes today, and it has changed the way we cover an airplane. Polyester Covering



During the 1950s polyester fabric



Original Coverings



Most of the antique airplanes were originally covered with Grade A cotton fabric and nitrate and butyrate



dope. A complex process, it required a lot more s k i l l and time than today's more modern covering systems do. Grade A cotton was sewn in place on the airframe and then shrunk with water, which gave



Covering a control surface.



the cotton a moderate amount of tautness. Brushing on several coats



of nitrate dope filled the fabric's



weave, and as each coat of nitrate dope dried it shrank, pulling the



fabric tighter.



One problem with nitrate dope is that it burns readily. Sparks or heat



generated in an accident often set



the nitrate-covered fabric on fire. Because of this, and because nitrate



dope didn't last very long, an industry search for an alternative coating led to the development of butyrate dope. Butyrate effectively replaced nitrate dope during World War II, and besides being more fire resistant, butyrate weathered better. When you hear old-timers discuss



became available under the trade name Ceconite. Instead of shrinking it with dope you used the heat from a household iron. You then covered Ceconite with a non-tautening nitrate base coat with a butyrate dope top coat. (Nitrate and butyrate dope continue to shrink both cotton and polyester fabrics through the years,



started work on a fabric covering system that used polyester fabric



and chemicals he developed to replace nitrate and butyrate dope. Stits wanted a system that would not support combustion and would not continue to shrink with time. In 1965 he introduced the Stits PolyFiber covering system, and it quickly found widespread use. It's still the



most popular covering system today and is today marketed as simply the Poly-Fiber System. Covering Steps



Your first step in covering your airplane is choosing the fabric covering process you will use. To my k n o w l e d g e , no G r a d e A f a b r i c available today meets FAA requirements (Technical Service Order C15d gives the specifications for all



A roll of fabric showing the certified stamp.



and non-tautening dope retards this shrinkage. This continual shrinkage isn't a problem if the fabric is properly applied. If it is not properly applied, the shrinkage can warp or



damage the underlying structure.)



Many restorers still use nitrate and butyrate dope today because it creates a high quality deep finish



that adds to the airplane's original-



ity (and is easy to repair). It is also easily rejuvenated after several years of exposure to the elements. The biggest disadvantage with dope still has to do with the flammability issue. And for first-time uses, it is more difficult to apply than other covering systems available today. During the early 1960s Ray Stits



fabric certificated for use on production aircraft, including cotton). That suggests you'll be using polyester fabric. Regardless of the trade names, all polyester fabric is basically the same, and Poly-Fiber and Ceconite fabric both are loomed to the same specifications. Fabrics certificated for use on production airplanes must have a PMA stamp on the fabric itself. After s e l e c t i n g t h e c o v e r i n g process you'll use, read its covering manual to learn about its proper methods of application. I cannot emphasize enough that you must follow the m a n u f a c t u r e r ' s directions, and before starting work, you need to be aware of a few pitfalls. Sport Aviation
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Aircraft Building Before addressing the problem areas, let's look at the general dos and don'ts. First, do not rush the covering process. Many restorers push to complete their airplane so they can debut t h e i r work at a fly-in or air show. Trust me, rushing through the fabric covering stage is not conducive to completing a trophy-winning airplane. Fabric covering requires you to spray on several coats of chemicals, and each coat must thoroughly dry



before you apply the next one. A good rule of thumb is to do one coat in the morning followed by one



Sleek, fast, stable and efficient...this is the Velocity sport aircraft. Five kit models - from the entry-level SUV at $25,500 to the extra spacious long-range XL RG - designed to fit your needs. Build it your way too: in your own garage, starting or building it entirely at the Velocity Service Center, or accelerating your building process with time saving fastbuild options. The 4-place composite affordable Velocity is waiting for you! Mention this ad for $5 OFF our Info Pak!



VELOCITY



200 W Airport Drive, Sebastian FL 32958 • (561) 589-1860



coat in the afternoon. Allow plenty of time for each coat to dry. If you're covering an airplane for the first time, don't tackle a large surface initially. Instead of a wing or fuselage, start with a practice panel and then proceed to a small control



surface. This way, if you do make



velocityaircraft.com



mistakes, you're not going to have



to spend a fortune on materials to correct the problem.



There are seven major problems fast, Reliable, Fly-Weight Starters. The Industry's Standard.



Sky-Tec Starters are now being shipped to aircraft manufacturers worldwide on new engines.



Sky-Tec Starters are 'ully guaranteed and



For Continental Series Engines



dependable. No periodic maintenance is required. Engineered to outlast the TBO of your engine under normal operating conditions.



0-3000 & E IO/TSIO360 0/10-470



Sky-Tec Starters are light weight — far less than the original equipment designs.



5.8 pounds light



For Franklin Series Engines



O200 Key-start



C85, C90, C145, and O300A-C converted to key-start 9.5 pounds light



(PZL) 4A 6A4, 6A



, 8.0 pounds light



For Lycoming Engines



Twice the



Spin... Half the Weight!



HT



HT Model 8.5 pounds light I_S Model 7.8 pounds light



INCREASES CRANKING



SPEED



LS t



PM Model 7.8 pounds light



Sky-Tec Lycoming Starters Almost double your engine's cranking speed. This faster cranking speed eliminates the "Hot Start" problems normally associated with fuel injected engines, but will not affect impulse-coupiers.



www. skytecair.com • 1-800-476-7896 • 817-573-2250 P.O. Box 1024, Granbury, TX 76O4S • FAX 817-573-2252 For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at v



encountered in covering aircraft. This list incorporates the most common reasons aircraft owners have to re-cover their airplanes prematurely. These problems include: 1. Inadequately preparing the surfaces to be covered 2. Selecting the wrong weight of fabric for the airplane 3. Improper tautness of the fabric after it has been applied 4. Improperly applying the first chemical coat 5. Inadequately protecting the fabric from the sun's UV rays 6. Top coat problems 7. Not following the procedure manual Each of these pitfalls listed was discussed in detail in EAA Sport Aviation's October and November 1998 issues. Steps of Fabric Covering



Most methods of fabric covering use essentially the same steps. The following are found in a typical fabric88
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covering process: 1. Remove the old fabric 2. Prepare the surfaces you'll cover 3. Inspect the surfaces 4. Select the covering system 5. Read the covering system manual 6. Attach the fabric to the structure 7. Shrink the fabric 8. Apply the first chemical coat 9. Secure the fabric to the wings and control surfaces (rib stitching) K). Apply fabric tape and install inspection holes and drain grommets 11. Spray initial coats of chemicals 12. I'rotect fabric from sun's UV rays 13. Apply color coats and trim 14. Congratulate yourself on a job well done I want to conclude by repeating this admonition: Regardless of the



Participants in a fabric workshop work together while getting experience with techniques.



covering system you select, it is absolutely imperative that you follow the manual to the letter. Do not experiment with fabric covering. By following the manual you will not only stay legal but also have a fabric covering that will last well more than 15 years.



Next month we'll continue our series on restorations and discuss engine



and propeller selections along with assembly and rigging issues. More at '• Sport Aviation for more info.



HOMEBUILDERS' SPECIAL The Legacy of Tony lives on with the



BINGELIS BOOKS ENGINES A treasury of practical engine information for aircraft builders, owners, restorers and mechanics. Here are all the right answers at your fin-



gertips. 224 pgs



F-15691



"$24.95



FIREWALL FORWARD Engine instillation methods for amateur built aircraft. 302 pgs.



F-13950



$24.95



SPORTPLANE CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES An essential handbook for liuht aircraft homebuilders. 366 pus.



F-01395 "$24.95



TO ORDER CALL



1-800-843-3612 From US and Canada (All others call 920-426-5912)



EAA MAIL ORDERS PO BOX 3086 OSHKOSH, Wl 54903-3086 Major credit cards accepted.



*WI residents add 5% sales tax.



Plus shipping and handling



THE SPORTPLANE BUILDER Aircraft construction methods for the amateur builder. Includes information on selecting an aircraft design. 319 pgs. F-30140 $24.95
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